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Math – Area
In area, we have learned how to:

× Find area by counting unit squares

× Find the area of a rectangle by multiplying its length x width
× Find missing side lengths of a rectangle using its area

This week, we will find the area of a large rectangle by breaking it into two 

smaller rectangles (or “decomposing” it). Then, we add the areas of the two 

smaller rectangles to find the total area. 

Directions:

1. Watch the LearnZillion video. Click “Sign in as a guest.”

× Find Area Using Multiplication and Addition (link)

2. Look at the review and model slides on pages 2-3.

3. Complete the area task. You can choose to:

× Complete the area task online: Area Task 3 (link) OR

× Complete the area task by printing p. 4-6 (or using scrap paper). If you 

choose the "hard copy" option, please:

• Take a picture of your answers.

• E-mail the picture(s) to Ms. Moon by Friday, May 8th.

https://learnzillion.com/assignments/ZQ94878
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=FavmrYQ8YES4y3A_6inbnCOJWmEun7pInOkohrTkKodUNkNYQlE4TFZNMVU0QjkwWERZSktYR1VFUC4u


Review: In November, we learned about the distributive property of multiplication.

With the Distributive Property you can break apart a multiplication fact into the sum 

of two smaller facts.

We can use our 

“break apart” 

strategy with arrays 

to help us with area.



Model: Use this model to help you complete your area task on pages 4-6. 

Part b:

The total area is 49 square units. I know this 

because I found the area of the white tiles (on 

top) and the area of the gray tiles (on bottom) 

and added them together to find the total 

area. 

For the white tiles, 5 x 7 = 35 square units.  

For the gray tiles, 2 x 7 = 14 square units. 

Then, I added 35 + 14, which = 49 square units.  

Part c:

An expression to find the total area of the 

floor is:

(5 x 7) + (2 x 7)

I wrote a multiplication equation for each part.  

Then, I added the parts together.

The figure below represents a floor covered with white tiles and gray tiles. 



Area Task



Part b:  Find the total area of the floor (see part a). Then, explain your thinking.

The total area is ____________ square units. I know this because _____________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________

Area Task



Part c: Which expression could be used to find the area, in square units, of the entire floor?

Hint: Be sure to look closely and notice the + and x signs!

A. (12 + 7) x (12 + 7)

B. (12 x 7) + (12 x 7)

C. (10 + 7) x (2 + 7)

D. (10 x 7) + (2 x 7)

Area Task


